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13 of 14 review helpful Invaluable resource By NC This book is an invaluable resource of information about the 
psychedelic experience for anyone who s thinking about undertaking the experience especially if they re apprehensive 
about it or anyone who wants to try to understand a little bit more about it without trying illegal or legal drugs The 
psychedelic experience is one that is overwhelmingly and incorrectly associ ldquo It is a book for the living as well as 
for the dying rdquo mdash Lama Govinda We are in the midst of a powerful psychedelic renaissance After four 
decades of hibernation the promise of the psychoactive rsquo 60s mdash that deeper self awareness achieved through 
reality bending substances and practices will lead to greater external harmony mdash is again gaining a major 
following The signs are everywhere from the influence of today rsquo s preemine 
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